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STRUCTURE THEORY FOR EQUATIONAL CLASSES GENERATED BY

QUASI-PRIMAL ALGEBRAS

BY

ROBERT W. QUACKENBUSHi1)

ABSTRACT.   Quasi-primal algebras (which include finite simple polyadic

and cylindric algebras) were introduced by A. S. Pixley.   In this paper equa-

tional classes generated b.y quasi-primal algebras are investigated with re-

spect to the following concepts: the congruence extension property, the amal-

gamation property and the amalgamation class, weak injectives and weak injec-

tive hulls, the standard semigroup of operators.   A brief discussion of monadic

algebras is included to illustrate the results of the paper.

1.   Introduction.   Quasi-primal algebras were introduced and studied by A. S.

Pixley in [13], [14] and were further studied by the present author in [15].  This

paper parallels two recent papers of Grà'tzer and Lakser ([7], fe]); most of their

results for pseudocomplemented distributive lattices carry over to equational class-

es generated by quasi-primal algebras.

Let $ be quasi-primal (the definition and elementary properties are given in

§2) and let K($) be the equational class generated by $.   The major results of

this paper are: Ki^>) has the Congruence Extension Property.   K($) has the Amal-

gamation Property if and only if it has enough injectives.   In case Köß) does not

have the Amalgamation Property, the amalgamation class of K(5ß) is defined and

a sufficient condition for an algebra to be in it is given; this condition is necessary

if the algebra is finite but an infinite algebra in the amalgamation class is given

which does not satisfy the condition.   The standard semigroup of operators for

K(5ß) is described.   The weak injectives in Kity) ate determined and it is shown

that in K(|S) weak injective hulls are unique up to isomorphism.   Finally, the last

section is a brief discussion of monadic algebras illustrating the results of the

paper.

The author thanks Harry Lakser and George Grätzer for several helpful dis-

cussions and suggestions.

Notational conventions.   The symbol $ denotes a quasi-primal algebra; unless

otherwise noted, K denotes an equational class, and K(2I) denotes the equational

class generated by ?I.
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2.   Quasi-primal algebras.   Let §1 be a nontrivial algebra.  S(2I) denotes the

set of subalgebras of 21 and 3(21) denotes the set of all isomorphisms between

(not necessarily distinct) nontrivial subalgebras of 21.   Let /: A" —» A; we say

/ preserves S(2I) if /(flp • « « , a^) £ Lap • « < , a ] (the subalgebra generated by

iap • «. , an\) for all ap •.. , a   e A and / preserves 3(21) if cpifia., • < « , a )) =

ficpiaA, •.. , cf>ian)) for all zzp •.. , a   e A and all cp e 3(20 with domain

Lap •. « , an].  21 is quasi-primal if every function on A which preserves S(2I)

and 3(21) is a polynomial of 21.

K(2I) has distributive and permutable congruences if every B £ K(2I) has a

distributive congruence lattice and permutable congruences.   The ternary discrim-

inator function, tix, y, z), is defined by

z    if x = y,

x   it x 4 y.

The normal transform, 7z(x, y, u, v), is defined by

(zz    ifx = y,
7z(x, y, u, v) = I

[v   ii x 4 y.

Theorem 2.1.   Let 21 be a finite nontrivial algebra; the following are equiv-

alent:

1. 21 is quasi-primal.

2. K(2I) Aas distributive and permutable congruences and each subalgebra of

21 z's simple.

3. The ternary discriminator function is a polynomial of 21.

4. TAe normal transform is a polynomial of 21.

Theorem 2.2.   Every B £ K(^ß) z's isomorphic to a subdirect product of sub-

algebras of 5ß; if B is finite then it is isomorphic to a direct product of subalge-

bras of ?p.

For Theorem 2.1, 1 «-» 2 is Theorem 5.1 of [l3l; 1 «-* 3 is Theorem 3.2 of

[14].  For 3 «-» 4, the fact that each function is definable in terms of the other is

due independently to T.-K. Hu and W. Lampe.  Theorem 2.2 is Theorem 4.1 of

[13].

Let K be a class of algebras, 21 £ K.   21 is injective in K if for any 2Ij ,2I2

eK, any homomorphism A: 21, —* 21 and any monomorphism g: 2Ij —> 2i2, there

is a homomorphism /: 2I2 —» 21 such that fg = A.   The next result is Theorem 5.6

of [151.

Theorem 2.3.   // every cß e 3(^ß) can be extended to an automorphism of $

then the injectives in YJA}) are isomorphic to the Boolean extensions of 5(5 Ay

t{x, y, z)
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complete Boolean algebras.   If not every cf> £ 9(5(5) ca?2 be extended to an auto-

morphism of $ í¿e72 K(5ß) has no nontrivial injectives.

3. The Congruence Extension Property.  A class of algebras K has the

Congreunce Extension Property (C.E.P.) if for any 21, B e K with 21 C;B and any

congruence 6 of 21 there is a congruence iff of B such that tff\A = 6.

Let dia, b) be the smallest congruence making a congruent to b.

Lemma 3.1.   Let 21 Ç n.e/2I..   Let a, b, c, d e A with c = didia, b)) and

a. = b. for some i e I; then c. - d..

Proof.   Let ketirr A be the kernel of the projection of 21 onto 21..  Then a. =

b. implies a = biketin.)).  Thus c = didia, b)) implies c = diketirr.)) and so

c. =-rf..
it

Let Nix, y, u, v) be the polynomial of ¡p which represents the normal trans-

form on %.

Theorem 3.2.   Let B e K($).   Ler a, b, c, d e B.   Then c a a"(0(a, b)) iff

Nia, b, c, d) = d.

Proof.   Let Nia, b, c, d) = d; then c = Nia, a, c, d) m Nia, b, c, d)=diOia, b)).

Conversely let c = diGia, b)) and let B Ç $.   we must show that for all i e I,

Nia., b., c;, d.) - d.; i.e. that a¿ = b. implies c; = d..  But this is just Lemma 3.1.

The next lemma is due to Day [4J.

Lemma 3.3.  K has the C.E.P. iff for every 21 e K and a, b, c, d e A, c =

didia, b)) holds in 21 iff it holds in [a, b. c, d\.

Theorem 3.4.  K($) bas the C.E.P.

4. Boolean extensions.  The structure theory for quasi-primal algebras is

closely connected with the theory of Boolean extensions.   Boolean extensions

were introduced by Foster [5] and an extensive discussion of them can be found

in [6].  In this paper Boolean extensions will be defined in a slightly different

manner than in [61.

Let 21 be a finite algebra with A = {flj, • « • t a ! and let B be a Boolean

algebra.   Let S be the set of prime filters of B; identify b e B with

\P e S\ b e P\.  The extension of 21 by B will be defined as a particular sub-

algebra of 21^.  If / e A    then / induces a partition on S via. Pj ~ P2 iff

fiPA = fiP2); since A is finite this partition is finite.

Definition. / eA[ß] if and only if each partition class of the partition of S

induced by / is a member of B.

Easy calculations show that 2I[B] is a subalgebra of 21    and that 2I[B] is

isomorphic to the extension of 21 by B as defined in [6]. It should be pointed
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out that the definition of 2I[B]  is independent of the operations of 21.

As the referee has pointed out, another well-known representation of Boolean

extensions is that 2I[B] is the algebra of all continuous maps from QB to A

(with operations defined pointwise) where QB is the Stone space of B and A has

the discrete topology.

An algebra  21' C E   is a normal subdirect power of 21 if 21' contains the

diagonal subalgebra of 21   and is closed under the normal transform acting com-

ponentwise.   By Theorems 22.3 and 22.4 of [6] any Boolean extension of 21 is

isomorphic to a normal subdirect power of 21 and conversely.  If 21 is quasi-primal

then the normal transform is a polynomial of 21 so that the normal subdirect powers

of 21 are just the diagonal subdirect powers of 21.

Let 58 be the category of all Boolean algebras with all homomorphisms as

morphisms.   Let SI,, 2I2 be Boolean extensions of $ with 21. Ç iß « and let <f>:

2Ij —» 2I2 be a homomorphism.   Let P = 1/5,, • «., pn\ and let P = i£,, •> «, p"n\

be the diagonal elements of A j (i.e.   p(s) = pi   for all s £ S.).  Suppose there

exist i 4 j and s £ S2 such that cpTp/iis) = cpTpAis), then since n(x, y, u, v) is

a polynomial of $ and cf>{ ){s) is a homomorphism from 21.  into $, cf>{f){s) =

</>(g)(s) for all /, g e Aj.   Thus let T{cf>) = is e S2\ <p(f)(s) = cp(g)(s) for all /, g £

A.|.  Call qS diagonal preserving if T(<f>) = 0.  Note that this includes the pos-

sibility that S2 - 0  so that 2L is trivial.   Hence we define $CB] to be the cate-

gory of all normal subdirect powers of $ (i.e. Boolean extensions of 5ß) with all

diagonal preserving homomorphisms as morphisms.

We now describe a functor F: £B — $EB].  For Be®, F®) = $[B].  Let

cp: Bj -» B2 and let $[B¿] Ç ^s¿.  Each / £ P[ßA can be described by an »»-tuple,

(T., • • ' , T ), of subsets of S, via f(s) = a. iff s e T.; a similar statement holds

for P[ß2L  Then  F(cp)if) is the element of A[ß2] corresponding to the »»-tuple

dp(Tj), • •. , <piTn)).  It is easy to check that F is a functor and that F(<p) is

1-1 (onto) iff cp is  1-1  (onto).

Conversely let 21 e $[$] with 21 Ç $s.   Let B(2I) be the Boolean algebra of

subsets T Ç S such that there is an / £ A and an p £ P with T = \s £ S\ fis) = pi

(if \A\ = 1 then define B(2I) to be ttivial).  As in the proof of Theorem 22.4 of

[6], B(2I) is indeed a Boolean algebra; thus let G(2I)= B(2I). Now let SI,, SI2 £

$[55] and let <f>: 21. —* 2I2 be diagonal preserving.   The case when 2L is trivial

is obvious so assume 2l2 is not trivial.   Let SI. Ç $ «'; let P = !?>,» ••« ,J>n\ be

the diagonal elements of A,   and P = Í£p • • • » £ 1 the diagonal elements of A2.

Suppose that 0(?¿) = ¿i for 1 < i < tj.   Then for any T, in 33(21,) and any

T2 in B(2I2) define G(<p)(T,) = T2 it and only if there are an / £ A, and a p £ P

such that Tj = is £ 5,| /(s) = p¡ and T2 = \s e S2\cb{f)is) = p\.  Again a straight-

forward computation shows that Gi<p) is a homomorphism from B(2I.) to B(2I2).
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Now suppose that there is an i such that chip.) 4 £..   Let s £ S2; the map-

ping p —> <j>(p)is) is an automorphism of $.   Thus let iff., • • • , iff,  be the distinct

automorphisms of ^ which are induced by elements of S2 and let f Tj, • < • , T,\

be the partition of S2 such that s e T■ iff s induces i/f..  It is easily seen that

each T. is in  B(2I2). Define iff: 2i2 ~* 2I2 as follows: for any f £ A2 and any

s £ S2, ifrif)is)=ifr~1ifis)) iff s e 7\.   Since each T. is contained in B(2I2), iff

is an automorphism of 2I2.   Thus iffcßip ) = p_- for  1 < i < «.   Hence define G(</j) =

Giiffcff).  In particular, G(</f) is the identity mapping on B(2I2).  Clearly G is a

functor and G(</j) is  1-1  (onto) if and only if tj> is  1-1  (onto).

Lemma 4.1.   Let  B,, B2  be nontrivial Boolean algebras.   5ß[B.] is isomorphic

to a subalgebra of ^[5EL] iff Bj  ¿s isomorphic to a subalgebra of B2 ; 5ß[B,] ¿s

a homomorphic image of $[B2] ¿// B.   is a homomorphic image of B2.

Proof.   We need only comment on the case when cf> is an embedding of $[B,]

into $[B2] which is not admissible.   In this case let  $[B2] Ç 5ßs2 and let T =

is eS2| <j>(f)(s) = (f>(g)is) fot all f. g £ P[ßj]!.  Thus 7 ¿0; since Bj is nontriv-

ial, T 4 S2.   Thus choose sQ e S2 - T and define iff as follows: for any / e P[ß,]

and any s e S2>

( <£(/)(*)      if s¿T,
iffif)is) = \

(cf>if)is0)    if s er.

Then iff is an admissible embedding of $[B,] into 5ß[B2]. Now the lemma is

obvious.

Let 21 e 5ß[B] and let 6 be a congruence on 21.   Then 6 induces a congru-

ence d on B(2I) as follows: let I = \b £ B(2I) | there exist f, g £ A' such that

/ s g(0) and fis) 4 gis) fot all s e ¿>i; / is an ideal of B(2I) and D is the con-

gruence induced by /.   It is clear that 21 Iß s* $[B(2I)/3].

Lemma 4.2.   Let $ a72a" $   èe quasi-primal algebras based on the same set

P; let 21 £ 5ß[S] and 21 *e $*[$] also have the same base set A.   Then the con-

gruence lattice of 21 is identical with the congruence lattice of 21   .

These two lemmas will be used in following sections.

A quasi-primal algebra lp is primal if ^ has no proper subalgebras and no

proper automorphisms.   Hence if 5ß is primal, 2Ij, 2I2 e $[SB] and cb: 2Ij—» 2L is

a homomorphism then 4> is admissible.   Since every 21 e K(5ß) is isomorphic to a

Boolean extension of ty we can extend the functor G to K(?ß) by describing a

Boolean algebra naturally associated with 21.   Let S be the set of all homomorphisms

from 21 to $.   Then G(2I) is the Boolean algebra of all subsets  T of S such that

T £ G(2I) iff there is an a £ A and a p e P with T = Í77 € S\ nia) = p\.  By defining
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G on homomorphisms in the obvious way we get the well-known result that K($ß)

and ÍB are equivalent as categories (see [lO]).

5.  The standard semigroup of operators.   Let A be an equational class of

algebras; for any class K' Ç K, H{K'), S(K'), and P{K') denote, respectively,

the class of all homomorphic images, isomorphs of subalgebras, and isomorphs of

direct products, of algebras in K'.   Let 2 be the free monoid on ÍB, S, P\ with

0 as identity.   For K' Ç K define 0(K') = K'; for U, V  e 1 define BV(K') =

UivOi')).   The standard semigroup of operators of K is the quotient of 2 deter-

mined by setting U = V for U, V el whenever B(K') = V(K') for all K' Ç K.

An ordering can be defined on the standard semigroup by setting U < V whenever

B(K') Ç V(K') for all K' Ç K.   Pigozzi [12] has shown that for any equational

class K, the standatd semigroup is a quotient of the ordered monoid shown in

Figure 1.   We will show that the standard semigroup for K($) is that of Figure 2

or Figure 3.

We first establish that the standard semigroup for K($ß) has the monoid of

Figure 3 as a homomorphic image.   To do this we need to use the theory of

Boolean extensions as discussed in   §4.

Let $ ' be a minimal nontrivial subalgebra of $.  Since K($ ') Ç K(5ß) it ïs

clear that the standard semigroup for K(5ß ') is a homomorphic image of that for

Köß).  We will show that the standard semigroup for 5$' is given by Figure 3.   To

do this we will make use of a result of Comer and Johnson [3] which shows that

the standard semigroup for Boolean algebras is given by Figure 3; then we apply

Lemma 4.1 and the result follows.   But to apply Lemma 4.1 we need to deal with

nontrivial Boolean algebras.   For instance, to show that B ¿ S tor Boolean al-

gebras, it is sufficient to take K' = ÍB1 where B     is a two element Boolean al-

gebra; then BOB   I) contains a trivial algebra but SQB   !) does not.  However,

5ß ' ~ $ '[B   ] may have a trivial subalgebra.

Thus we must show that we need only nontrivial Boolean algebras to prove

the result of Comer and Johnson.   Let BQ be a complete atomic Boolean algebra

with countably many atoms and let B, be the finite-cofinite subalgebra of BQ

(i.e. all finite joins of atoms and their complements).  Note that B, is not a homo-

morphic image of BQ.   Let B2 be a free Boolean algebra on  N, free generators

and let B, be a Boolean algebra generated by a chain of length   K,.  Note that

B, is a homomorphic image of B2 but not a subalgebra of B2 since no free

Boolean algebra contains an uncountable chain.  Using these Boolean algebras and

some other obvious examples, the result of Comer and Johnson is seen to hold.

For instance, to show that H ̂  PS consider ÍB2K  Then B3 £ B(ÍB2¡).  To see

that B, i Pí(ÍB2¡) note that B, has an K -chain while all chains in S(iB2D are

countable.   Thus if B, £ PS(!B2!) it must be the product of  K, subalgebras of
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I«

B2 and so has cardinality at least 2     .   But B, is generated by an N.-chain and

so has cardinality only   Kj.

Theorem 5.2.   Let Sß have no proper nontrivial subalgebras; then the standard

semigroup of K(Sß) is given by Figure 3.

Proof.   By the above discussion it is clear that the standard semigroup for

K(Sß) has the monoid of Figure 3 as a homomorphic image.  Thus it remains to

show that S H = HS and SP = HS P.   That S H - HS follows from the fact that K(Sß)

has the C.E.P.  That SP = HSP follows from the fact that, for any nontrivial B e

K(Sß),SP(B) = K(Sß).  This is easily proven using Theorem 2.2 and the fact that Sß

has no proper nontrivial subalgebras.

Theorem 5.3.   Let Sß ' be a nontrivial proper subalgebra of Sß such that Sß '

contains no trivial subalgebra.   Then the standard semigroup for K(Sß) is given by

Figure 2.

Proof.   We need only show SP 4 SPH = HSP.   That SPH = HSP is clear from

Theorem 2.2.   To show that SP 4 SPH we need only show Sß ¿'SPQSß x Sß'!).  But

if Sß e SP(!Sß x Sß'|) then there is a homomorphism from Sß into Sß'.  Since ? is

simple,  Sß    $ ?» and Sß ' contains no trivial subalgebra, that is impossible.

Theorem 5.4.   Leí every proper subalgebra of Sß contain a trivial subalgebra.

Then the standard semigroup for K(Sß) is given by Figure 3.

Proof.  We need only show that SP - HSP.   Let K' Ç K(Sß).  Each B e K' is

isomorphic to a subdirect product of subalgebras of Sß.   Thus let SB., •. « , Sß    be

all subalgebras of Sß which appear as subdirect factors for some B e JC.   Then

HSPiK') = HSP<WV • - - , ?J)- SPd Ç,,..., ?J). Since SPiK') Z HSPiK'), we
need only show I Sßj, ■. « , SßJ Ç SPiK').   Let Sß. be a subdirect factor of B eK';

let p be a homomorphism from B onto ?..   For each p e P. choose b e B such

that pib) = p; let BQ be the subalgebra of B generated by the b's.   Then BQ e

SPiK') and B0 is finite and so is a direct product of subalgebras of Sß.  Since

the restriction of p to BQ maps onto ?¿, one of the factors of Bn is  Sß     Since

each subalgebra of SB either contains  Sp¿ or contains a trivial subalgebra, we can

find a subalgebra of BQ isomorphic to SB..  Hence Sß. eSP(K').

6. The Amalgamation Property. Let K be a class of algebras and let 21, B,

£ e K. Let /3: 21 -»B and y: 21 — £ be monomorphisms. Then (21; ß, B, y, £>

is an amalgam in K. An amalgam (21; ß, B, y, S ) can be amalgamated in K if

there exist 3) e K and monomorphisms S: B —► 2) and A: £ —» 2) such that Sj8 =

Ay. K. has the Amalgamation Property (A.P.) if every amalgam in K can be amal-

gamated in K.
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An extension E of an algebra  B is essential if for any congruence 6 of E,

6\B = «B implies 6 = coc; i.e. if  c, d e C with o¿'¿ and c s ¿(f?) then there

exist a, A £ B with a 4'b such that a = b{6\   ).

If B £ K(iß) then B Ç iß   for some index set /.   But then every essential ex-

tension of B in K(iß) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of iß'.   Thus, up to isomor-

phism, every algebra in K(iß) has only a set of essential extensions.   The fol-

lowing lemma is due to Banaschewski [l].

Lemma 6.1.   Let K be an equational class of algebras.   Every algebra in K

can be embedded in an infective algebra in A iff every algebra in K Aas only a

set of essential extensions and a Aas the C. E.P. and the A.P.

Theorem 6.2.   Jv(^ß) Aas the A.P. iff every cf> e 3(iß) can be extended to an

automorphism of iß.

Proof. Apply Lemma 6.1 using Theorem 2.3, Theorem 3.4, and the fact that

every B £ K(iß) has only a set of essential extensions.

This result can be obtained in another way. Note first that the condition is

obviously necessary.   To show sufficiency we resort to Theorem 3 of 17].

Lemma 6.3.   Let a be an equational class of algebras with the C.E.P., and

let every subalgebra of a subdirectly irreducible algebra in a be subdirectly ir-

reducible.    Then K bas the A.P. iff every amalgam  (E; ß, B, y, E)  in A szzcA

that E, B, E are subdirectly irreducible can be amalgamated in A.

Corollary 6.4.   // A z's a»2 equational class with the C.E.P. such that every

subdirectly irreducible is simple and every subalgebra of a simple algebra is sim-

ple, then K has the A.P. iff every amalgam  (E; ß, B,y, E)  z'72 K where E, B, E

are simple and E z's nontrivial can be amalgamated into a simple algebra 2) z'72 A.

Proof.   If E is trivial then the amalgam can be done in B x E.   Otherwise,

by Lemma 6.3 we can amalgamate to some 2) in a which is not necessarily sim-

ple.  Since E is nontrivial and is embedded in 2) and E, B, E are simple, the

amalgamation can be done in some simple factor of D.

Theorem 6.2 now follows since every simple algebra in Jv(iß) can be embed-

ded in iß so that we need only consider amalgams of the form  (iß '; ß, B, y, iß)

where  Ç'Ç$.

Let Amal(K), the amalgamation class of K, be all algebras E £ A such that

any amalgam   (SI; ß, B, y, E) in  K can be amalgamated in A.   The next lemma

is proved in the same manner as Lemma 5 of [7]:

Lemma 6.5. B £ Amal(J((5ß)) iff for any extension E of B in K(Sß) and any

homomorphism ß: B —» iß zAere is a homomorphism y: E —» $  extending ß.
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Theorem 6.6.   Let Sß  , . . . , Sß     be all nontrivial subalgebras Sß ' of Sß such

that there is a cf> £ 9(Sß) whose domain is Sß ' and which cannot be extended to an

automorphism of Sß.   Then B £ Amal(K(Sß)) if B has no homomorphic image onto

Sß. for i = I, ■ • • , m.

Proof.   Let p: B —» Sß be a homomorphism into Sß and let B C B '.   Let 6 =

ker p and let p = a^j where ít^: B —» B/0 and a^. B/0 —» ? are canonical.

By the C.E.P. there is a congruence 0' of B' such that ö'|„ = 0; we may as-

sume that 0    is maximal with respect to this property so that B /0   is isomorphic

to a subalgebra of Sß.   Thus let a2 be an embedding of B'/0' into Sß; let 772:

B ' —» B '/0 ' be canonical and let t be the embedding of B/0 in B '/0 ' such that

772|B = or y   Then a2ta^    e ¡J(Sß) and so by assumption can be extended to an

automorphism ß of Sß.   But then ß~  0-2r>2 extends p.  Thus by Lemma 6.5, B e

AmaKK(Sß)).

Theorem 6.7.   //Be Amal(K(Sß)) is finite then B satisfies the condition of

Theorem 6.6.

Proof.  Since B is finite it is a direct product of subalgebras of Sß (see 2.2)

and the only homomorphisms into Sß are the projections onto its simple factors

followed by a <f> £ 9(Sß).  Assume all simple factors are nontrivial and that there

are M of them; let 77.: £ —» Sß. be the projection onto the z'th factor and let tf> e

9(Sß) have domain  Sß..   We must show that tf> can be extended to an automorphism

of Sß.   But B C SßM and B £ Amal(K(Sß)) says that <prr. can be extended to p on

Sß'".   Clearly p is the z'th projection on Sß™ followed by an automorphism a of Sß.

It is obvious that a extends cf>.

1.   Weak injectives.   Let  K be a class of algebras and  21 e K.   21 is a weak

infective of K, if, for any  21,, 2L e K, any homomorphism h: 21, —» 21 onto 21 and

any monomorphism g: 21, —» 21    there is a homomorphism /: 2L —» 21 such that

fg = b.   21 is a retreat of  B if there is a monomorphism g: 21 —» B and an epi-

morphism /: B —» 21 such that fg is the identity on 21.   21 is an absolute subre-

tract in K if it is a retract of every extension in K.   These concepts are tied to-

gether by Lemma 7.1 which is a combination of Lemmas 1-3 of fe].

Lemma 7.1.   Let K be an equational class of algebras.   If 21 is injective in

K then it is a weak injective in K;   if 21 is a weak injective in K then it is an

absolute subretract in K.   // K has the C.E.P. and 21 is an absolute subretract

in K then 21 is a weak injective in K.   // K has the C.E.P. and the A.P. and 21

is an absolute subretract in K then 21 is injective in K.

Recall that K(Sß) has the C.E.P.; thus in K(Sß) absolute subretracts and weak

injectives coincide.   In general, K(5ß) does not have the A.P. and so has no non-
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trivial injectives; thus it is natural to look at weak injectives in K(iß).  A maxi-

mal subdirectly irreducible algebra in an equational class K is a subdirectly ir-

reducible algebra such that no proper extension in K is subdirectly reducible.

The next result is Lemma 4 of fe].

Lemma 7.2.   Let a be an equational class of algebras.   Then any maximal

subdirectly irreducible algebra in a is an absolute subretract in a.

Theorem 7.3.   iß is a weak infective in K(iß) but no proper nontrivial sub-

algebra of iß z's a weak infective in K(iß).

Proof.   That iß is a weak injective in K(iß) follows from Lemmas 7.1 and

7.2.   That a proper nontrivial subalgebra iß ' of $ is not a weak injective in K(iß)

follows from the fact that iß ' has a homomorphism onto  iß ' but iß does not.

It is clear that a direct product of weak injectives is a weak injective.   How-

ever, with regard to retracts of weak injectives, we must proceed more carefully.

Let g be an embedding of B as a subdirect product of ÍB.| z £ l\.  Then B is a

subdirect retract of |B;| i e ¡\ if there is a homomorphism / from II. 6.B. onto B

such that fg is the identity on B.   The next result is Lemma 5 of fe].

Lemma 7.4.   A subdirect retract of a family of weak injectives is a weak in-

fective.

Theorem 7.5.   TAe weak injectives in K(iß) are precisely the Boolean exten-

sions of iß by complete Boolean algebras.

Proof.   The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.6 of [15] and will only

be sketched.   Expand the type of iß so that each element of iß is the value of a

nullary operation; call the new algebra iß i.  Then iß   is primal so that the weak

injectives in K(iß   ) are the Boolean extensions of iß    by complete Boolean al-

gebras.  Each is a subdirect retract of some direct power of iß   ; thus by ignoring

the added nullaries, each is a weak injective in K(iß). Conversely let B be a

weak injective in K(iß).  Then B can be embedded in ^   for some 7; since B is

an absolute subretract, there is a homomorphism from $  onto B. This homomorphism

interprets the added nullaries of iß     in B (via the diagonal subalgebra of iß );

let B    denote B with the added nullaries.   Then B    is a homomorphic image of

(iß*)' and so B* £ K(iß*). Since B is a weak injective in K(iß), B    is a weak

injective in K(iß   ).  Thus B is isomorphic to a Boolean extension of $ by a com-

plete Boolean algebra.

8.  Weak injective hulls.

Lemma 8.1.   Let B £ K($).  TAe»» there is a B ' £ K($ß) szzcA that B ' »s a

maximal essential extension of B.   Furthermore, each such B    is a weak injective

in K(iß).
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Proof.   As remarked in § 5, each B £ K(iß) has only a set of essential ex-

tensions in K(iß) so that an application of Zorn's lemma shows that B has a max-

imal essential extension B' in K(iß).  Clearly a maximal essential extension is

an absolute subretract; since K(iß) has the C.E.P., B ' is a weak injective in

K(iß).
Thus any maximal essential extension of B in K(iß) will be called a weak

injective hull of B.   It is well known that injective hulls are unique up to iso-

morphism.   The following example shows that a similar result does not hold for

weak injective hulls.

Example 8.2.   Let iß have proper nontrivial subalgebras iß,, iß2, iß, such

that neither iß, nor iß2 is embeddable in the other and iß, n iß2 = Iß      Consider

K(iß, x iß2).  Then  iß, and iß2 are maximal subdirectly irreducible algebras in

K(iß, x iß2) and so, by Lemma 7.2, are absolute subretracts in K(iß, x iß2). Since

K(iß) has the C.E.P. so does Miß, x iß2).  Thus iß, and iß2 are weak injectives

in K(iß, x iß2).  Clearly they are maximal essential extensions of iß, and so iß,

and  iß2 are weak injective hulls of ^3 in K(iß, x $2).  But ^, $ $2.

This negative result is countered by the following positive results.

Theorem 8.3.   Let E e Amal(K) and let B, and B2 be two weak injective

hulls of E; then B, - Br

Proof.   Let ß: E — B, and y: E — B2 be embeddings; then (SI; ß, B, y, B2)

is an amalgam in a.  Since E e Amal(K) it can be amalgamated to E £ K.  Since

B2 Ç E there is a retraction p of E onto B2.  Since Be B2, p is  1-1 on B.

Since BC B, and B, is an essential extension of B, the restriction p of p to

B, must be 1-1.   But B, is a maximal essential extension of B and so p must

map onto B2; thus B, ot B2.

Theorem 8.4.   Weak injective hulls in K(iß) are unique up to isomorphism.

Proof.  If iß = (P; F> let $* = (P; nix, y, u, v)) (nix, y, u, v) is the normal

transform).  Thus iß    is quasi-primal and ä(iß  ) consists of all bijections between

subsets of P of at least two elements.  Hence every <f> £i(iß   ) can be extended

to an automorphism of iß    so that weak injectives in K(iß  ) are injectives.  Let

5ß[B,] and iß[B2] be isomorphic to weak injective hulls of E £Jv(Sß).  Let iß   =

[B,], iß*[B2l and E* be the corresponding algebras in K(iß   ) based on the same

sets as iß[B,]> iß[B2l and E (recall that »z(x, y, u, v) is necessarily a polynomial

of iß).   By Theorem 7.5 and Lemma 4.2, iß   [B,] and iß   [B2] are isomorphic to

weak injective hulls (and hence injective hulls) of iß,.  Thus iß   [B,] — ißTB2]

so that B, * B2.   But then $[8,1 * Ç[82l.

Problems.   (1) If E,, E2 are extensions of E which are injective hulls then
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the above proof does not guarantee the existence of an isomorphism cf>: 21, ~* 2l2

which is constant on 21 (i.e. the isomorphism between 21 j   and 2I2   need not be

an isomorphism between 2Ij and 2I2).   Does such a cf> always exist?

(2)  Find some general conditions which guarantee the uniqueness of weak

injective hulls.   In particular, if every 21 in K has a weak injective hull and each

subdirectly irreducible of K has a unique weak injective hull then are weak in-

jective hulls in K unique?

9.  The amalgamation class of K(Sß).   Let ? ' Ç Sß be nontrivial.  Call Sß '

good if every cf> £ 9(Sß) with domain Sß ' can be extended to an automorphism of

Sß; otherwise call SB ' bad.   Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 state that if 21 e K(Sß) is finite

then 21 e Amal(K(SB)) if and only if one of the two following equivalent conditions

holds :

(*) 21  has no homomorphism onto a bad subalgebra of Sß.

(**) 21 is a subdirect product of good subalgebras of Sß.

In general (**) is weaker than (*); Theorem 6.6 states that (*) is sufficient for

any 21 e K(Sß) to be in Amal(K(Sß)).  In this section we will show that (**) is not

sufficient and (*) is not necessary.

Example 9.1.   Let Sßj C Sß be nontrivial; let <f> ea(Sß) have domain Sßj and

not be extendible to an automorphism of Sß.   Let / be a countable set; define 21

Ç Sß' as follows: f £ A iff there is a  p £ Pj such that fit) = p a.e. (that is, for

all but finitely many i £ /).  It is easily seen that 21 is a subdirect power of Sß

(see §23 of [6]).   The relation / ~ g iff / = g a.e. is a congruence of 21; define

the map p: 21 —» Sß by pif) = <ß(p) iff f(i) = p a.e.   Clearly p is a homomorphism.

Suppose p can be extended to a homomorphism p: Sß' —* Sß.   Let SB be the diagonal

subalgebra of  Sß ; then p~\-  could be used to extend cf> to an automorphism of  Sß

contrary to assumption.   Thus no such p exists and hence 21 4 Amal(K(Sß)). Since

21 is a subdirect power of Sß and Sß is good, (**) is not sufficient.

Example 9.2.   Let P = iO, 1, 2}, PQ = ¡0, \\. Define u: P — P by u(Q) = 1,

u(l)= 0, u(2)= 1.   Let Sß= (P; t(x, y, z), u(x)) and let cf>(0) = 1, 0(1)= 0.   Then

Sß is quasi-primal, SßQ is its only proper subalgebra, and r/> is an automorphism

of Sß0 which cannot be extended to an automorphism of ?.   Let lQ and /j be

countable sets with IQ CÏ /j =0   and lQ U l¡= I.   Let 0, ï, e P' be defined by

0(i) = / for i £ /• and 1(0 = / for i £ f.., /'- 0, 1.   Let / e p', then / e A ' iff

/= 0 a.e. or /= 1 a.e.   As in Example 9.1, 21 ' is a subdirect power of Sß.  We

will show that 21' e Amal(K(Sß)) so that condition (*) is not necessary (note that

21' has Sß0   as a homomorphic image).

Lemma 9.3.   Let 21 e K(Sß).   T7>e72 21 e Amal(K(Sß)) iff for any homomorphism

p: 2Í —» Sß and any weak injective hull 21 j  of 21 there is a homomorphism p: 21 j

—► Sß which extends p.
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Proof.   By Lemma 6.5 the condition is necessary.   Let E C E2.  If E2 is an

essential extension of E then let E, be a weak injective hull of E2 and hence

of E.   Thus p: E —» iß can be extended to p: SI, —» iß and so p\a2 extends p

to E2.   Otherwise by the corollary to Lemma 3 in fe] there is a homomorphism i/f

from E2 to an essential extension of E which leaves E fixed.   Thus p can be

extended to 21., and E e Amal(K($)).

It is easy to see that iß   is an essential extension of E '; thus  iß   is a weak

injective hull of E ' and so by Theorem 8.4 every weak injective hull of E ' is

isomorphic to  iß .

Let 0 be a congruence on E ' such that E '/0 « $0; clearly Ô 4 1(0).  Let

/ = 0 a.e.   If / = 1(0) then let /-lie /| fU) = lii)\; since / = 0 a.e., / is finite.

Let 0. be the kernel of the projection of E' into iß-*; clearly 0>0j.  However,

it is easily seen that E'/0. ot iß/ so that E'/0 cannot be isomorphic to ißQ.

Hence / = 0(0); similarly if /= 1 a.e. then / = 1(0).  Thus 0 is the only congru-

ence of E ' such that E '/0 tat $„.

Therefore there are exactly two homomorphisms f/r,, <f>2 from E' to iß0; i/r,

is determined by z/f,(S)= 0 while <ft2 is determined by ij/2(Ô)= 1.   Let (0, 1, 2\

be the diagonal subalgebra of  iß   and let ip be a homomorphism from  iß   to  iß;

necessarily i/f(0) = 0, i/r(l) = 1 and </r(2) = 2.   Let c» be a congruence on iß   and

let it be associated with the filter F{o) of the power set of /.   Then o\ ,, > 6

if and only if Fio) contains every cofinite subset of /.   Thus to extend if>.  take

o so that Fio) ¡s a nonprincipal ultrafilter containing IQ while to extend if/.

take Fio) to be a nonprincipal ultrafilter containing /,.   On the other hand, if p

is a homomorphism of 21' onto  iß then, using the C.E.P., p can be extended to

iß .   Thus every homomorphism from E ' to  $ can be extended to  $ .

Now consider the case where cp: E ' —> iß   is an embedding and iß   is a weak

injective hull of <p(ST).   Let /2 = I» £ /| <p(Ö)(z) = 0 and <p(I)(i) = l! and /3 =

iz £ /| <f>($){i) = 1 and <^>(T)(z) = 0i.  Since Í0, 1| is the only proper subalgebra of

$ and }<p(Ô), <£(!)} is a subalgebra of </>(E '), ¡2 C\¡^ = 0   and /2 U ¡^ = /.

We will show that there are bijections <£„: /„ —> /,  and cp.: /, —» /,  such

that for any / £ A ', cp{f){cf>.(f)) = f(i) for » £ /,, / = 0, 1.   From this it is clear that

E' satisfies the condition of Lemma 9.3 so that E' e Amal(K(iß)).

For 2 £ ¡0 define d., e., f., g. e A' as follows: a*.(/)= e.(/)= 1(/) and /.(;) =

g.(/) = Oij) for /' ¡¿ i and ¿fG) = 2, e.ii) = 0, /.(z) = 2, g.(») = 1.  Note that

(0, 1, d., e., f., g.\ forms a subalgebra of E ' and is generated by either d. or /..

Let /(») = 1/ e /1 0(/fX;) 4 <p(P)tj)\; clearly /(») ̂  0 for any i £ /„.   Let / £

/(»). Noting that zz(/(.) = zz(Ö), we see that uicbif .)){j) = ui<p(Ö))ij) but <M/¿)(/)¿

<p(Ô)(/).  Hence <f>(f.)(j)= 2 and </>(ÔX/) = 0 so that /(») £ /2.   Let F be a finite

subset of /0 and let fp e A ' satisfy fAi) = 2 for z £ F and fpii) = 0(z') other-
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wise.   Then an easy induction shows that <f>ifF)(;')= 2 for ; £ \Ji€Fjii) and

0(/pK/) = 0(Ô)(/) otherwise.   For instance, if F = if, /! then /p = z(/¿, Ö, /.) so

tp(Jp)=t(cp(f.),cp(ß),tp(F.)).

Since /¿ = f (/\, 0, gi) and g¡ = tig., 0, /.) we have 0(/.) = ¿(0(/¿), 0(0), ¿(g,,))

and 0(g.)=r(0(g.),0(0),0(/¿)).  Hence /(i) = {/ e /| ^(g;)(/) ^ 0(0)(/H.   By using

nix, y, u, v) (note that nix, y, u, v) is a polynomial of Sß) we get that jii) =

\j£l\ cßid.)ij) 4 0(ï)(/)l = \j € I\ 0(e¿)(/) 4 tßd)if)l
Since Í0(/.), (f>ig.)} must generate a 6 element subalgebra of 0(21 ), a simple

calculation shows that 0(g.)(/) = 1 for all ; e /(f). A similar analysis shows that

cb(di)(j)=2 and 0(e.)(; )= 0 for / £/(»).

Now let 2, / e /Q with z 4 j and let i £ A ' satisfy bit) = 2, hij) = 1 and hik) =

0(k) otherwise. Since i = í(/., Ö, gy) = r(gy, Ô, /.) then 0(/>) = r(0(/¿), 0(0), 0(gy))

= r(0(gy), 0(5), 0(/¿)).  Hence /(¿) n/(/) = 0.

For z e/,, define a\, e., /., g.  and / (i) as for i £ /0.   Clearly the corres-

ponding results will hold for / '(/)■  Thus for i £ ¡Q let 0Q(z')= jii) and for z e /,

let 0j(z) = / '(/)•  Then it is easily seen that for any / e A ', 0(/)(/') = f(i) if / e

0o(z) or if j £ 0,(z).  It now remains to be shown that 12 = U¿eí /(/) and /, =

Uze; /'(t) and that  |/(z)| = 1 for i £lQ and |/'(z')| = 1 for i £¡v

Suppose j £l2- \JieI Jii).  Let / e A'; if { =0 a.e. then 0(/)(;')= 0 while

if / = Ï a.e. then 0(/)(/) = 1.   Thus if /, g e A ' and 0(/)(z') = <f>ig)ii) fot all j 4 j

then 0(/) = 0(g).   Let 0. be the kernel of the projection of Sß' onto  Sß'-','•1 clearly

6. 4 co while 0.| j ,.,, = a>.  This contradicts the assumption that Sß' is an essential

extension of 0(21'). Hence ¡2 = U¿eJ jii) and similarly /, = Ufeil/'0')- Now

suppose that /, k £ jii) with /' 4 k.   Then for any / e A ', 0(/)(/) = 0(/)U).  Once

again 6\ct>(Ai\- a contradicting the assumption that Sß' is an essential extension

of 0(21'-).   Thus  |/(z)| = 1  for  i e ¡Q and similarly  \j'U)\ = 1 for i ely

Therefore 0Q is a bijection from IQ to !• 0,  is a bijection from /,   to /,,

and 0(/)(0o(z')) = fii) for any i £lQ while 0(/)(01(z')) = f(i) for any i € /,.   Thus

21 ' e Amal(K(Sß)) as claimed.   This indicates that any characterization of

Amal(K(Sß)) which does not refer to extensions of homorphisms will likely be very

complicated.

Problem.   Is (**) necessary?

10.   Monadic algebras.   An algebra 21 = (A; A, V -, 0, 1, C) is a monadic

algebra if (A; A,  V, -, 0, l) is a Boolean algebra and C is a closure operator

(i.e. CCa = Ca>a, CO = 0, C(a V b)=Ca\l Cb) satisfying CiCa A b) = Ca A Cb.

Monadic algebras were introduced by Halmos in his study of algebraic logic [9i.

All subdirectly irreducible monadic algebras are simple and 21 is simple iff Ca =

1 for every nonzero a £ A.   For 1 < 72 < °o let 21    be a simple monadic algebra

with 72 atoms.   Every finite nontrivial simple monadic algebra is isomorphic to
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some E. and every subalgebra of E¿ is isomorphic to some E. for 1 < ;' < i.

Since monadic algebras have Boolean algebras as reducts, they have distributive

and permutable congruences.   Thus each E¿ is quasi-primal.   The ternary discrim-

inator function can be represented on each E¿ by tix, y, z) = (C(x + y) A x) V

(- C(x + y) A z) where x + y is the symmetric difference of x and y.   (In fact,

t(x, y, z) represents the ternary discriminator function on every simple monadic

algebra.)  Let K. be the equational class generated by E¿; let aq be the class

of trivial monadic algebras, and Kx the class of all monadic algebras.   In [ll]

Monk shows that the lattice of equational classes of monadic algebras is aq C

X.c.cX.,
Bass has shown that monadic algebras are locally finite (i.e. every finitely

generated algebra is finite) and has calculated the free monadic algebra on n gen-

erators (see [2]). Note that a simple monadic algebra is 72-generated iff it is «-gen-

erated as a Boolean algebra. Thus every finitely generated subdirectly irreducible

monadic algebra is finite and for each »2 there are only finitely many »2-generated

subdirectly irreducibles.   This is equivalent to local finiteness.

Let jc(m) be the free algebra in K^ on 772 free generators and J  (m) the

free algebra in a    on m free generators.  Note that jÍttz)— j 2772(772). We know

from Theorem 2.2 that 'Sim) =* n*™ E*(,'"b) where a(i, m) is the number of dual

atoms of C(j (772)) which send j{m) onto E¿.  To calculate a(i, m) note that j(m)

contains B(t?2), the free Boolean algebra on 722 generators, as a Boolean subalge-

bra (i.e. the 772-ary Boolean polynomials).   Let <p: j (772) ~~» j{m)/d a SI. be the

canonical homomorphism.   Then cp sends 8(722) onto j(t72)/0 and cp"  is determined

by its restriction to 8(722) (since Ca is iO, li-valuedin E.).  Exactly 2m - i

atoms of B(?72) are mapped onto 0 by cp, and once these 2m — i atoms are deter-

mined, 0 is uniquely determined.   Thus

a(z, m) = (      )

For » = 1 or 2 every cp e3(E¿) can be extended to an automorphism of E.

while for » > 3 this is not true.   Thus by Theorem 2.3 the injectives in K. for

i = 1 or 2 are the extensions of E. by complete Boolean algebras; for 3 < i < °°

there are no nontrivial injectives in K..  That K^, has no nontrivial injectives

follows from the facts that K^ has simple algebras of arbitrarily large cardinality

and that every nontrivial monadic algebra has a subalgebra isomorphic to E,.  In

a,, Ca~ a so that the injectives in K, are just those algebras in K, which are

complete as Boolean algebras.  A similar result holds in K,: in K, the injectives

are the Boolean extensions of E2 which are complete as Boolean algebras.  The

proof of this is a straightforward but tedious calculation.
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HSP

SH=HS
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HSP = SP

SH = HS

HSP = SHP

HPS

SH=HS

SPH = SPHS

Figure 4
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By Theorem 3.5 K    has the C.E.P. for 1 < 72 < <x>.  To see that K    has the

C.E.P. not^ that to prove Theorem 3.2 we need only assume that there is a fixed

polynomial which evaluates to >2(x, y, u, v) on each subdirectly irreducible in the

equational class.   The polynomial (C(x + y) A v) V (- C(x + y) A u) works in K^j.

By Theorem 5.4 the standard semigroup for Kj is given by Figure 3; by The-

orem 5.3 the standard semigroup for Kn with 2 < 72 < 00 is given by Figure 2. To

calculate the standard semigroup for Kx first note that since K C j\x, Figure 3

is a homomorphic image of the standard semigroup for K^. Next, HS = SH in K^

since Kx has the C.E.P. Finally, HSP 4 SPH in K^ since if 2Ij, 2I2 are infin-

ite simple monadic algebras with |Aj| < |A2| then 2Í2 i SPHÍUA while BSP(2Ij)

= K^j.  Thus the standard semigroup for K^ is given by Figure 4.

It is clear from Theorem 6.2 that Kj and K2 have the A.P. but that, for 3 <

72 < 00, 3\n does not. To prove that KM has the A.P. we will use Corollary 6.4.

Thus we have to amalgamate (21; ß, B, y, £) where 21, B, £ are simple monadic

algebras and 21 is nontrivial. Since Boolean algebras have the A.P. we can find

a Boolean algebra 2) which is an amalgam of (21; ß, B, y, £) as Boolean alge-

bras. Turn h into a simple monadic algebra and we have done the amalgamation

in Kj.
By Theorem 7.5 the weak injectives in K   are the extensions of 21   by com-

plete Boolean algebras.  More interesting is the question of what, if any, are the

weak injectives in K^.  Let 21 ' be a weak injective in K^j.  Then there is a sim-

ple monadic algebra 21 such that 21 ' is embeddable in 21' for some / and \A\ >

\A '\. Since 21 ' is a weak injective, there is a homomorphism 0 from 21   onto

21 '.   But 21 is simple and \A\ > \A '\ so restricting 0 to the diagonal subalgebra

of 21   means that 21' must be trivial.   Thus K^ has no nontrivial weak injectives.

It must be pointed out that much of the material in this section for which no

reference is given is known although it may not have been published previously.
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